
.:: YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE ::.
Have you ever thought “I can do more, and be more”?

Are you ready for a life-changing experience?

About 1.8 million of people were killed from 1975-1979. We are now trying to rebuild our lives. I 
have often asked myself, “How can an ordinary person like me change something to improve the lives of 
my people?” My dream is to develop the youth, the poor and the suffering in my country. With the 
knowledge, skills and values I have gained through the year of formation, I am now able to make my dream 
of giving new hope to my people come true.

Toeur, Cambodia

If I want to live with others, I must know and learn to appreciate, accept and understand others’ 
cultures and way of life. This means I myself must understand the life-giving and death-dealing aspects of 
my own culture. Only then I can learn from others and help others learn from me.

Han Lina, China

A harsh and difficult childhood and experiences in a refugee camp pushed me to find answers to the 
questions I was asking. As I searched, the call to become God’s instrument to bring education and peace to 
my people became clearer. I desired to organize, motivate and lead young people to discover peace and 
justice in their lives. Through the formation in IFFAsia, I have learned to turn challenges and difficulties 
into opportunities. Today my mission is simply to listen to the stories of the marginalized and build 
community wherever I am.

Henry, Myanmar

If you are a young adult or professional aspiring to grow in leadership and be the change in your
organization, community or local Church, the Institute of Formation, Fondacio Asia (IFFAsia) offers a 
10-month intensive program (+ 1-month English) on Human, Spiritual, Social, Pastoral and Theological 
formation starting May every year. For the Information & Application kits, please visit our website at 
www.fondacio-asia.org or blog at www.fondacio-asia.blogspot.com. Or email us at 
ifa.fondacio@gmail.com.

Please forward this email to other young adults, family members, and friends
who have a potential to make a difference. Send in your applications by 31 
March 2010.
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